With Corel’s PaintShop Pro X7 Ultimate™ Image Editing Software,
You’ll Be Able To Do This ― And More!
Effortlessly Create Powerful Images
Within Minutes Of Opening The Box!
If you’ve ever wanted to learn how to take average, ho-hum photographs
and instantly convert them into breath-taking images, PaintShop Pro X7
Ultimate is the program for you!
Corel™ was the first software company to create a graphics program for
the Windows platform. They’ve designed powerful and useful photo editing
software that can be used by hobbyists and professionals alike.
Professional Editing Software That’s So Easy To Use ―
Even a Child Can Do It!
PaintShop Pro X7 Ultimate is software you can learn to use quickly
because it’s so clear-cut. Instructors around the world are teaching this
program to students from elementary through college, because of its
simplified interface.
Corel has made it child’s play to customize your work area the way you
want it. You can configure the editing screen and use the graphics tools with
just a few clicks. All you have to do is drag a toolbar, click a few buttons,
and your work area is set up.
Because of the ease in which you can use these editing tools,
learning to use this program is not only fast, it’s fun! You’ll want to
use PSPX7 Ultimate over and over again because you’ll be creating,
designing, and enhancing professional level pictures and graphics in no time.

Graphics Software That Won’t Cost
You an Arm And a Leg!
For the typical user, other expensive graphics programs aren’t practical.
Corel has targeted the most important functions people will need and built
them into their program.
Other photo editing programs are over seven times the price of
PaintShop Pro. This is because they are designed for very high-end users
that work as industry professionals. These programs are overloaded with
sophisticated tools and functions that can take several years to learn.
The average person doesn’t use but a fraction of these complex
tools! Not only that, but every 2 years these programs get upgraded with
more tools, which take even more time to learn. Why would you want to
spend more money on expensive graphics functions you’ll probably never
use?
Simple and Easy Saves Time
For most people, the ability to add better contrast, color, and create
internet graphics quickly are what they need. With PSPX7 you can still do
these functions easily and so much more!
Let’s say you’re a real estate sales person. The pictures you’ve taken of a
property need to be cropped, and the colors and contrast enhanced. With
PSPX7 Ultimate― these tasks are a snap:
 Click “Adjust” Click “Brightness and Contrast” Move the slider.
You’re done!



For cropping, Click the Crop Tool Draw a box where you want it
cropped Click the Checkmark. Finished! It’s just that easy!

PSPX7 Ultimate is loaded with tools and features that make photo
editing simple and fun.


FaceFilter3™ Portrait Editing Tools –Developed
by Reallusion, FaceFilter3™ is a revolutionary tool
that allows you to remove blemishes and smooth the
skin of your subjects. It even lets you add make up
to them as well. ―Just think how friends, family
and clients will appreciate the way they’ll look
in your pictures. You’ll be able to make them
look great within a matter of seconds with just
a few clicks!



Perfectly Clear™ Smart Photo Technology - Corel is offering this
bonus only in this Ultimate version. It features loads of textures,
brushes and royalty free backgrounds that’ll enable you to create eyepopping images instantly. ― This’ll give you versatility and
flexibility in editing your images. You’ll be able to correct color
shifts and balance problems automatically.



The New Magic Fill Tool – This is a real time saver! It’ll allow you to
erase any unwanted part of your picture, and replace it with content
that fits the background area. ― It’ll be a cinch to erase and
substitute unwanted areas of your picture effortlessly!



Raw Editing – In this mode, you’ll be able to edit a picture without
any input at all from your camera. Zero white balance, contrast
changes or any color balance from your camera. ― You’ll have
100% total and creative control of your image for artistic
editing!



HDR Layers – High Dynamic Range Layers is the ability to stack
images on top of one and other to create a wide range of images and
contrasts with just a few clicks of a button. ― You’ll be able to
combine images from different photographs while adjusting
opacity, contrast, while adding luminosity and a host of other
elements into beautiful, dynamic pictures instantly!



64 Bit Technology – This high-performance, high-speed feature in
PaintShop Pro X7 Ultimate will enable the program to run smoother
and faster on your computer, saving you loads of time.

Why PSPX7 Ultimate is THE ULTIMATE!
This Ultimate version of PaintShop Pro is loaded with so many features, tools
and benefits, you’ll never run out of ideas and solutions! Here is a quick list
of more amazing features you’ll get in this incredible graphics program:

 Smart Edge Technology ― With this advanced technology, you
won’t accidentally change the areas of your image you want left
alone. You’ll change just the areas of the image you want without
tampering with the parts you want to keep intact.
 Image Dialogue ― This screen shows your saved images on your
computer. You can quickly and easily select the pictures from your
hard drive that you need.
 Auto Selection ― A super-fast way to select a specific object in
your picture by merely dragging a box around it.
 Smart Selection Brush ― Use a few brushstrokes to collect a
sample of colors from a part of your image. Then this brush tool will
automatically select the desired area of your picture.
 Smart Carver Tool ― Use this to easily remove objects and people
from your images while leaving the rest of the photo in perfect
shape ― free of distortions and gaps.
 Smart Photo Fix ― A cutting-edge method of correcting lighting,
color, and exposure in your pictures with a simple click of your
mouse button.
 Graduated Filter Effect ― PSPX7 is packed with color gradients
you can use to replicate the effects of camera filters. With this
incredible tool you can simulate a variety of shades and hues to
create interesting and unique images.
 Photo Restoration ― Corel’s cutting-edge technology will give you
the ability to effortlessly restore old family photographs. You’ll
have the ability to repair scratches, cracks and ad contrast to old,
faded pictures ―making them look like new!

Get Up and Running Within Minutes
And Unleash Your Creativity!
With all of the cutting-edge tools that PaintShop Pro X7 Ultimate has,
you’ll be able to create, alter and enhance any photograph or image with
ease. You’ll also save loads of time learning and working with enhanced
tools that are so simple a child can use them.
Not only that, but you’ll have one of the world’s premier, ultimate
graphics packages at your fingertips for a fraction of what other similar
programs will run you. So, ― why not order today?

PaintShop Pro X7 Ultimate
$99.99
$79.99
During Christmas on Amazon
$30.00

Order Now!

